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DAN ROBERTS:   . . . it’s always nice to be able to give things away, right, and there’s one 

here if anybody has not had a chance to get it.  You have the monthly copies of our CDs 
which give you an idea of something that we try to do.  A few years ago I was teaching 
people, 18-to-20-year-olds, and I discovered that I would mention significant events and 
personalities from the past and as bright and as intelligent as the students at the 
University of Richmond are, their eyes would sometimes glaze over as in  Napoleon—
isn’t that a brandy?  Well, anyway, one would assume that perhaps we had tossed up a 
generation or two of baby boomers and their children who had lost touch with the past 
and so rather than expect them to come my lectures which are good and or perhaps go to 
museums, we should go to them and so I became what is kind of rare in this world today 
and that is a public historian, meaning that I take academic history produced by myself 
and my colleagues at various institutions around the world, writers, book writers, and 
article writers, and try to make that accessible to a mass audience.  Ambush people at the 
place they least expect it, using radio and television.  We started in Richmond and now 
we have almost seven million listeners a day around the world.  It is very brief and on a 
good day, we will take a subject like—  This is December 2007.  What did we talk about 
on Thursday, the 12th, began a two-part series on J. Edgar Hoover, the famous and long-
serving director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, so two days we spent on that in 
two minutes.  We certainly didn’t exhaust the subject.  Anybody who knows the life and 
contributions of infamy, sometimes, of J. Edgar Hoover might want to explore that in a 
different way, so we begin the conversation.  We hope it is compelling and accurate, but 
we also hope that it’s entertaining as well, so that people are inspired to study history 
more.  You have a copy.  You’re welcome to go to our website which is on the back of 
this which is amomentintime.com.  Everything that I’ve ever written or broadcast over 
the years is there and so you’re welcome to use it in your own personal exploration of a 
variety of over 2,000 topics and over 4,000 broadcasts in the last 15 years.  I cannot 
believe I’ve been doing that for 15 years boring these people in Richmond for 15 years 
and now all around the world, A Moment in Time.   

 
 Thank you very much for allowing me to be a part of your gathering here at the 
University of Virginia Center for Politics.  I particularly appreciate the opportunity 
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because I get a chance to walk the Grounds.  I spent many productive years here getting 
my doctorate, entirely too many years.  My wonderful professor Martin Havran who 
guided my thesis on Early Modern British History.  I’m a Tudor Stuart historian, those 
of you who appreciate the stories of Elizabeth and Henry VIII and Oliver Cromwell and  
the civil war will appreciate the—  You’ll understand that part of British history, English 
history.  It was British history at least after the alliance of Scotland and England during 
the reign of King James and the unification of those two monarchies and so I love being 
able to be on the Grounds and here and I was piddling along with my doctorate—you’ll 
appreciate this, any of you who have done graduate works—it’s very easy to put off.  I 
mean, you can find just about anything you want to do but having to go back and write 
that dissertation which is a long obedience in the same direction.  Oh, my goodness, and 
he called me up one day and he said if you don’t finish this thing, I’m going to die and 
within a year and a half, I was walking down this long walk and got my Ph.D.  Bless his 
heart, he no longer is with us.  He actually passed away about a year after I got my Ph.D.  
Oh, I’m so glad.  Bless his heart.  I remember him well.   
 
 I am sure that you are enjoying yourself in these precincts which are so intimately 
associated with Thomas Jefferson, that educator/visionary/politician/world leader and 
our third president.  He is here if in stone or in limestone at the back of the room.  He is 
here in the buildings which he designed and the Grounds which he dreamed about and 
helped place into reality.   
 
 It is my responsibility today to outline the roots and future or begin to do the roots 
and future of federalism, one of the three good ways in which government is organized 
today.  First, I hope to give you a little historical background of the concept of 
federalism, to examine how it was adopted by the Founders of the American republic 
and to look at the tensions that have grown out of federalism even into our own day in 
America.  I will ask you for your thoughts perhaps as we proceed and how federalism 
may be, and I repeat may be, a paradigm that would be useful in the Democratic 
Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka as you craft the journey on which your nation moves 
towards civil society, peace and prosperity.   
 
 It is not our job here today to tell you what to do.  That would be presumptuous.  
Certainly, American society has given evidence of a horrific departure from our ideals 
on occasion.  It took eight decades, if you have read Mr. Lincoln’s magnificent 
Gettysburg Address, a terrible war and acres of blood for our nation to finally permit 
African Americans to begin laying their claim to the eloquent language of Mr. Jefferson 
and the great Declaration of Independence.  Yours is a great people and any suggestions 
that we might have during this conference are done so with the full awareness that the 
American experience is that of a journey that is not yet completed.   
 
 So, let us begin.  Between the years 1517 and 1787, Western Europe was locked in a 
dreadful struggle to achieve a civil society.  The first of those dates, of course, signals 
Martin Luther’s assault on the practice of religious indulgences which inaugurated the 
beginning of the Protestant Reformation, bringing an end to centuries of comfortable 
Christian unity.  It also inaugurated a long period of sectarian religious warfare.  For 
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nearly two centuries, nations sent forth armies, great armies, vicious armies, killing each 
other in the name of Jesus.  The year 1787 represents the consolidation of the American 
Republic borne of colonial resentment, defended on the battlefield.  The Founders were 
concerned that this burgeoning republican experiment might collapse due to regional and 
sectarian divisions, so they crafted a compact designed to create an effective and 
powerful central government that was not too powerful, but one that would enhance and 
value both regional differences and protect individual liberty.   
 
 Despite all the pain and suffering in the 27 decades between those two dates, 1517 
and 1878, some of the most creative and innovative political theory in human history 
emerged as thinkers and leaders tried to tame the whirlwind of violence and conflict 
unleashed by Martin Luther’s assertions and to re-craft some semblance of civil society 
and peace.  In the early years of this period of incivility, two powerful writers—Jean 
Bodin and Thomas Hobbes, one French, one English, writing essentially apart, identified 
the dilemma that obsessed political thinkers in those centuries.  They were absolutely 
determined to figure out how to create a civil society and to determine the universal and 
speak to the universal yearning for order and to answer the questions—  to ask them and 
then to answer them where does sovereignty lie, where in society is power most 
effectively fixed so as to benefit the most people.  In short, they were asking themselves 
questions—how could the people survive if there was no sovereign.   
 
 Jean Bodin was a French jurist, historian, member of the Parliament of Paris, 
France’s highest court and professor of law at Toulouse.  He wrote several books but his 
most famous was The Six Books of the Republic and I would say the French version of it 
but I would stumble over Les Six Livre de la Republique.  How’s my French?  Is that all 
right?  It was composed in 1576 and issued in final form in 1606.  Three feeble kings 
had allowed powerful and unruly nobles to raise arms against the monarchy.  The French 
wars of religion had torn the fabric of trade that linked merchants and manufacturers of 
the times.  The wanderings of ragged, undisciplined armies had ravaged the countryside.  
The population longed for security despite a continuing suspicion of any authority that 
might violate local privileges and raise taxes. 
 
 Bodin offered a theory that spoke to this basic human need for order.  Let’s get the 
fighting down.  Let’s tamp down the armies.  Let’s send them home.  Put them to 
something productive like plowing fields and manufacturing cloth.  He insisted that a 
well-ordered human need and a well-ordered state that sought to serve this need must 
lodge supreme power or sovereignty clearly in some institution of the state, preferably, 
or so he thought, the monarchy.  Bodin defined sovereignty, and listen to this and how it 
just is so wrenching to any of us who have experienced anything approaching 
democracy, Bodin defined sovereignty as the essential characteristic of the state which 
was the power of giving laws to the people as a whole without their consent.  That’s 
what he said.  He said that’s sovereignty.  You give people laws and you don’t ask their 
opinion about it.  He did not consider that the supreme authority should be capricious.  
After all, the king, under Bodin’s conviction, as any would have in the 15th and 16th 
century, believed that God had given the king his job and that he was responsible to the 
king.  He may have it by divine right, but he worked for God and was responsible to the 
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Creator.  The laws of God and nature still bound the Bodin sovereignty but power must 
be absolute.  Not divided.  It had to be in one place.  It had to be wielded by one person 
in order to be effective. 
 
 Bodin persuasively presented absolutism as the only alternative to insecurity and 
civil war.  He said if you want to have peace, you’ve got to crown a king and give them 
all the power and all the authority that they need to exercise that power.  It’s kind of a 
supreme irony that Alexander Hamilton was a great admirer of Jean Bodin which 
probably explains Thomas Jefferson’s not very quietly nursed suspicion that Hamilton 
was a closet monarchist.  Well, so be it for our friend Thomas Jefferson and Alexander 
Hamilton. 
 
 Now, almost a century later, writing in the dark days of the English Civil War, 
Thomas Hobbes confirmed Bodin’s conviction that only a monarch, indeed an absolute 
monarch, could provide stability and prosperity.  Both of these people said it had to be 
absolute monarchy.  It had to be monarchy.  But that’s where sovereignty existed.  In his 
huge examination of religion and politics, Leviathan, Hobbes described the true nature 
of humankind if it did not have the boot of the authority of the king placed firmly on the 
neck of the subject.  If the king wasn’t standing there with his foot on the head of the 
subjects, he saw a perpetual and restless desire of power after power.  Life without 
government, he said, in Leviathan, would be chaotic.  Men living without other security 
than what their own strength and their own invention could furnish them.  No arts.  No 
letters.  No society, which is worst of all, continual fear and danger of violent death and, 
of course, we all know his description of man without government, the life of man—
solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short.  The life of man—solitary, short, poor, nasty, 
brutish or solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short.   He called for all citizens to willingly 
give up their rights to the care of an absolute sovereign in order to have a safe and secure 
life because he and he alone, the king, could maintain order.   
 
 Hobbes was writing in the early years of the English Commonwealth of Oliver 
Cromwell.  Those of us who are Anglophiles and absolutely adore English history love 
the idea that England would exchange a royal dictator for a military one, but that’s the 
English for you.  Strangely enough, while Cardinal Richelieu and French King Louis 
XIV were following precisely the prescription of Bodin and Hobbes, England was 
slowly developing what they came to call a constitutional parliamentary system.  In fits 
and starts, the English were groping toward a conception of sovereignty rooted in law, 
not in the whim of a monarch, not in—  Rather than in personal authority, the 
sovereignty would be shared between monarch and an assembly—Parliament—that 
represented the community, its ideas, its aspirations, its dreams, its opinions.  Even more 
unusual, instead of tethering itself to the growing absolutist, this idea that the king is in 
charge and one person is the absolute monarch, in irony, instead of tethering itself to 
what was happening on the continent which was make a central government, put one 
person in charge, England had set itself adrift and began the process toward a different 
way of doing public business.  This was shocking.  It was an extravagant innovation 
whereas most of Europe was embracing the idea that peace and sovereignty could only 
be achieved by surrendering power to a single individual, England was stumbling in the 
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direction of divided sovereignty.  It was toying with the utterly novel notion that people 
could survive, indeed prosper, indeed could rise above Hobbes’s formulary of life as 
being solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short, and succeed when they were governed by 
two and ultimately many loci or sources of power.   
 
 Thus far, we’ve identified, I believe, the central issue that lies behind federalism.  It 
is the search for sovereignty where in a civilized society might power reside.  England in 
the 1640s confirmed by blood and war the incremental changes that had been taking 
place since the signing of the Magna Carta in 1215 on the field at Runnymede.  
Gradually, the process would continue until English monarchs would be little more than 
figureheads but the notion of divided sovereignty or shared sovereignty in which you 
actually had power held in two different locations that were independent and depended 
upon one another would find itself most firmly established in federalism as established 
in the late 18th century American republic. 
 
 Now, before we examine the U.S. Constitution, it is important to recall one 
additional thinker who helped the Founders of the United States sort out their ideas 
about government.  Writing in the late 17th century, John Locke writing in his Second 
Treatise on Government championed the idea that government should and must legally, 
emphatically and directly respect the individual’s right to life, liberty and property 
ownership and he held that such rights are gifted by natural law.  In fact, God had given 
people those rights.  This was in marked contrast to both Hobbes and Bodin who 
attributed the need for an absolute monarch to man’s desire for security.  Men out 
there—nasty, brutish, short, living in this terrible desire, inviting anybody to come along 
and protect them and give them safety and they elect a monarch and what Locke is 
saying is that God, natural law, gifted people with life, liberty and property ownership 
and he held those rights as sacred.   
 
 This was in marked contrast to Hobbes and Bodin.  They said citizens would 
willingly give up their privileges to a monarch for security that he might provide.  Locke 
insisted that government must never abridge the natural rights of the citizen, even if it 
compelled by outside threat, chaos or disorder.  And this is even more.  Locke said that 
government must never acquiesce in people’s demand to be ruled by a tyrant, that the 
point of government was to resist people’s natural inclination to seek after order.  In fact, 
that the government’s business, almost a divinely inspired mission, although Locke 
never got into that business of divine inspired business, he didn’t use that formulation, 
but it was almost as if he was hinting that the government had to be the champion of the 
individual, protecting, enhancing freedom and liberty, turning aside demands for a 
tyranny even if those demands originated with the people.  Help us.  We’re beset.  The 
wolf’s at the door.  Become our tyrant.  And the tyrant is to do as George Washington 
did at the end of the Revolution—to go back to set his hand to the plow as did 
Cincinnatus in Roman history.   
 
 That is the function of the state.  Not only is it to provide order, but it is to resist the 
temptation to ultimate and complete order.  Leaders should never take advantage of the 
fears of an ignorant and gullible populace desperate for security or of a national crisis to 
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take away the sovereignty of the people.  Believe me, even a people who’ve enjoyed a 
long experience of political freedom will willingly surrender the rights and privileges of 
citizenship when the wolf is at the door.   
 
 I know.  I sat at 9:00 o'clock in the morning on 9/11 2001 with an email message 
from my daughter Heather saying, Daddy, I’m going down to Pace University’s 
headquarters one block from the Trade Center to talk to my advisor, so from 9:00 o'clock 
in the morning when those buildings fell down until 12:00 o'clock I did not know 
whether my daughter was dead.  Can you imagine the feelings that must’ve gone through 
my heart, and they did.  I wrote about them in the—  I don’t know, Frank, if you 
remember, I wrote about that moment.  Now, my daughter was safe.  She had decided to 
sleep in, thank you, but I would’ve told any government to do anything, just don’t let 
that happen again.  Just don’t let that—  Don’t let anybody else come and kill my 
daughter or I have a friend who lost a daughter in the second tower that was hit and the 
emotions that run through even a people who have a long tradition of freedom, when 
someone is walking into the Starbucks with a bomb strapped to them and killing people 
at every opportunity.  The temptation is to surrender very quickly that freedom. 
 
 We will acquiesce.  We will surrender our basic rights, but what Locke is saying 
and what our Founders—  what the Founders provided was that the business of 
government should be—  One of its key functions is to resist the temptation to ultimate 
power. 
 
 Now, I’ve got to kind of owe you an apology.  In the last sentence of my description 
of Locke’s contribution to the growth of federalism, I have begun to describe perhaps the 
unique and unprecedented contribution of America to human governance.  John Locke 
never specifically described the people as sovereign.  I kind of snuck that in.  I wondered 
if any of you all picked that up, but he never said that.  John Locke never specifically 
described the people as being sovereign.  He hinted at it when he spoke of inherent rights 
crafted out of natural law.  He articulated a presumption to it.  He kind of pushed the 
discussion forward but he never really exactly said it, so Hobbes and Bodin established 
that people have a yearning for order and will willingly sometimes enthusiastically 
submit to the rule of a tyrant, better a beneficent tyrant than a cruel one, but, you know, 
it’s a big wolf with nice big teeth and it’s coming after me, I’ll handle a cruel tyrant as 
long as I don’t get hurt.   
 
 Locke comes along like some visitor from another planet and he stands this idea of 
human lust for order on its head and then begins laying the foundation for a new way of 
doing business.  Anybody a fan of Stanley Kubrick?  “A Clockwork Orange”?  “2001—
Space Odyssey”?  Do you remember the [00:25:14 / __________] which shows up every 
time there is human progress.  There is this obelisk, this thing, that happens to be there, 
one when fire is discovered and when primitive man picks up the bone and goes after 
and then suddenly it is discovered on the face of the moon and that’s kind of where the 
movie gets its start.  I’m sure that Stanley Kubrick’s __________ was right by the 
bassinette of John Locke because he began to think and push people in the direction 
away from Bodin to fixing sovereignty somewhere else, rather than in a single 
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individual, but rather in the people and in the people’s representative.  He crafts the 
notion—Locke—like a visitor from another planet.  He crafts the notion that nature and 
nature’s laws—  God, in fact, has given humans, even the most ignorant and self-
absorbed, an inherent capacity for self-government and liberty, it is the responsibility of 
the government not to grab power from the people but establish and enhance the 
capacity for freedom in the people to in fact it’s the job of the government to build 
worlds against the temptation to either seize the ring of power or surrender it to tyranny.   
 
 I have another literary allusion for you today.  Those of you who know the writings 
of J.R.R. Tolkien will understand the reference I have just made to the ring of power.  
One of the great themes that runs through his magnificent trilogy, The Lord of the Rings, 
is the temptation to power, indeed to seize the ring and to exercise its power.  Now, this 
is an ancient idea.  Tolkien was not just making something up.  Greek tragedy is replete 
with those who in their hubris or arrogance take power and wield it and it’s almost 
always, so the Greek playwrights tell us, it’s almost always a disaster.  All though The 
Lord of the Rings characters are given the opportunity—you remember—to seize the 
ring of power, the one ring to rule them all.  Isidore’s [00:27:28 / __________]  cut from 
finger of the dark lord at the dawn of time and every one who takes it, even in the desire 
to do good—  Remember, Gandalf?  Isidore’s __________, it’s cut from the finger of the 
dark lord, if you know Peter Jackson’s work.  Remember Gandalf?  He says if I get that, 
I would set out to do good.  Galadriel—she said I would turn into this evil, this great 
good queen.  It was Galadriel and Gandalf; Faramir, the beloved son where he’s out in 
the wilderness and he’s got [Thranduil] right there within his power and I made the man, 
he said.  I had it and I wouldn’t.  Faramir’s brother, remember, Boromir, and the father 
of the steward are destroyed by their lust for the power of the ring.  Only Bilbo willingly 
gives it up and that under pretty good pressure because Gandalf is twice as strong as he 
is and even the hero of the story, Frodo, at the very moment of triumph, at the climax of 
the quest and he’s ready to destroy the ring and Mount Doom, he can’t let it go and so 
becomes nine-fingered Frodo and the quest.   
 
 The temptation to power is seductive and once attained, it is utterly destructive.  
You get power; it’s so much fun to get it.  I mean, you can be the finest person in the 
world and when they play that song when you walk in the door and there’s a helicopter 
waiting on the front lawn and a big blue plane ready to fly you around the world, all the 
wonderful things that you have felt somehow don’t seem quite as important as they did 
before.   
 
 Therefore, in the 200 years between the writing of the two treatises in the 
Philadelphia summer of 1787, political thinkers west of the Atlantic and a few east of the 
pond began to flirt with the idea that sovereignty did not reside with a monarch 
possessing the ring of power or with the king involved or even with the parliament 
alone, but fundamentally resided with the people who were governed.  
 
 How they shaped the governing compact that insured the ongoing march toward 
freedom is the subject of our next few minutes of discussion, but I think since I have 
covered J.R.R. Tolkien, Thomas Hobbes, and my friends here are itching to leave—well, 
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if you need to go back to Richmond if you need to go, please go, or stay as long as you 
like—but I thought maybe this is the time to do some questions.  I will endeavor to 
respond.  If I’m not able to respond, I’m sure we’ve got some people here who are quite 
capable of helping us out.  Too much?  Overload? 
 

__________:  __________ 
 
DAN ROBERTS:  I always like that when I’m preaching a sermon, when they don’t stand 

there on the back row and ago, okay, preacher, we’re through.  They didn’t tell you I’m 
also a Presbyterian minister and I hate it when they go, hey, it’s 12:00 and I’ve got a golf 
game.   
 

__________:  __________ 
 
DAN ROBERTS:  Well, I think we will address that a little bit in a few minutes when we 

talk about the various types of government that have been chosen and contrast them to 
federalism.  It’s not easy and as I will demonstrate, in the United States of America, 
where it has been tried, it is not easy by any stretch of the imagination.  We have created 
a very complex system here—contending powers, struggling loci of power, so it is so 
much easier to say let’s make her queen.  Let’s give all the power to her and we don’t 
have to work hard and we don’t have to show up to vote.  We’re just going to let her 
make all the decisions.  I mean, why not?  That’s what Hobbes and Bodin were saying.  I 
mean, I’d much rather you make them.  I can be lazy.  I can go out and plow my fields or 
teach my classes and I don’t have to be involved in that.  Federalism requires a certain 
amount of civic participation.  It requires people to read the newspaper.   

 
I’ll explain a little bit why it’s so tough and why we have not done that, but I 

notice—  I saw the questionnaire that some of you all have had and it is obviously a hot 
topic of discussion and I’ll get to it in a few minutes because when you live in a society 
that is widely diverse, where you have different religions, different ethnic groups, what 
you’re trying to do is to go back to what Hobbes and Bodin said was the key important 
thing.  How do you find where the sovereignty should exist?  And how do you shape a 
society that makes—  How do you shape a society, craft a government, that enhances the 
possibility that power can work for the people, not against it?   

 
May I use you as an example throughout the rest of the discussion as queen, the one 

absolutely in charge of everything?  See, it’s much easier to give the power over to you 
than it is to distribute it to all of these here because it’s like a faculty meeting at the 
University of Richmond.  We have 50 people there and there are at least 75 opinions, not 
even to mention what it’s like in the August General Assembly of the Commonwealth of 
Virginia or the Congress of the United States, those of you who have dealt with that sort 
of thing.  It’s not an easy way of doing business.  It, however, fulfills Locke’s 
fundamental requirement that the state is not in the business of seizing the ring of power.  
It is in the business of ensuring that the people, the dissipated desires of the people are 
brought to bear within the system.  Believe me, federalism is not the best way of doing 
business, but like Winston Churchill’s reference to democracy, that democracy is the 
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worst form of government in the world except all the rest of them.  But he can say that.  I 
would not even presume to speak as though I were Winston Churchill. 

 
Now, there’re three types of government in place in the world today.  That with 

which we are most familiar is unitary government.  We’ve appointed a queen.  She’s 
going to be queen with all the trappings and Air Force One and Camp David.  Powers 
held at the national level with very little of that awesome commodity shared with 
political subdivisions such as provinces and counties and parishes and towns.  Got it?  
Okay, that’s unitary government.  I believe that something approaches the government 
and the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka is a unitary government.  Hence, 
some interesting questions about is there a better way to do this.  Again, we don’t 
presume that.  We simply are saying here we are, this is what we’re struggling with.  
Perhaps there are other ways of doing it.  Perhaps the least common in the world today is 
the confederation in which unions of equal states with some power being held at the 
national level, very little.  There are usually so many conflicting interests and so many 
levels that the confederations generally collapse of their own weight and I will tell you 
about the United States of America’s original experimentation with the confederation in 
a few minutes and I’ll show you what happens when you try a confederation out.  They 
are generally ungovernable and cause more problems than they solve.   

 
Now, some regional groupings such as the European Union or international 

organizations such as the United Nations take on the appearance of a confederation but 
that analogy may be pushing it a little too much and I’ll have to think about that a little 
bit more in as much as membership in both is optional and members are engaged in the 
active protection of their sovereignty.  As you know, anyone who tries to get something 
through the Security Council of the United Nations faces a challenge even on the best 
days.  

 
Now, the third path is federalism.  It is found in Australia, the United States of 

Brazil, the Commonwealth of Canada, the United States of Mexico, and the United 
States of America.  The federal system implies a strong national government with 
defined powers and small regional subdivisions such as states, provinces, and towns also 
possessing inherent power.  Each of these systems has advantages.  The choice depends 
on the needs of the people and the nation doing the choosing.  The United States of 
America chose the federal system after two decades of experimentation during the run-
up to the American Revolution, during open warfare during the Revolution, and then 
after the onset of peace after Yorktown, the ultimate defeat of British forces, and the 
signing of the Treaty of Paris in 1783.  The choice of federalism was by no means 
preordained.  I mean, it wasn’t guaranteed at all.  The process that led to the U.S. 
Constitution was one of trial and error and did not produce a perfect compact, yet over 
the two centuries it has helped shaped the survival and prosperity of America, a nation 
that is constantly maturing in the development of the ideals set out at its inception.   

 
As the delegates gathered in Philadelphia in the summer of 1787, they could look 

back over the previous generation’s accomplishments with a certain degree of pride and 
yet they recognized that if the American experiment was not to die stillborn, was to 
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survive, indeed to succeed and to thrive, significant adjustments had to be made in the 
way governance was accomplished and organized.   

 
Now, look at the challenges that they faced.  They were attempting to bring together 

under a single government political units utterly jealous, utterly and completely jealous 
of their rights and prerogatives, that were widely diverse in their geography, in their 
origin, in their religious orientation, in their demographic composition, in their economic 
needs and political perspectives, and you say, my goodness, that sounds a little like Sri 
Lanka.  Maybe?  I mean, you look at a nation that is widely diverse.  So were we.   

 
Take, for instance, two states as different as Massachusetts and South Carolina.  I 

was born in North Carolina and grew up in South Carolina.  And then you have 
Massachusetts.  This is North Carolina.  South Carolina is just beneath it.  As you know, 
I live in Virginia.  I was born here.  I grew up here.  This place where I was born is the 
valley of humility between the two mountains of conceit.  I grew up in South Carolina.  
Massachusetts was the destination of religious refugees as well as those who wished to 
make their fortune in the wilderness.  A lot of people think, well, it’s just the Pilgrims 
with their funny hats and their guns and they’re out there killing turkeys and that’s all 
they’re trying to do was to get away from persecution.  Well, they were actually out 
there to make some money.  They were pretty good businessmen and they recognized 
that perhaps in Massachusetts they could make their fortunes.  Many of those who 
immigrated to Massachusetts in the early years were supporters of the Puritans during 
the English Civil War and had very little sympathy for the royalist government.   

 
Massachusetts was dominated by a Congregationalist aristocracy decidedly 

unsympathetic to Anglicanism.  Its soil was hard and rocky and required intense 
cultivation to produce even subsistence agriculture.  Its rivers were swift.  Its economy 
was commercial, oriented to the sea with a growing base of what an economist would 
call a proto-industrial society which means not like England with its growing factories in 
the early stages of the Industrial Revolution—  We were just kind of getting started in 
the early days in America.  In the years following the Revolution, new immigrants, not 
all of them Protestants, were filling up and spilling out of the precincts of Boston.  In 
addition, there was a growing conviction among many in Massachusetts that chattel 
slavery was an affront to the ideals of the Revolution with the roots of the abolitionist 
movement becoming firmly established.  There were people in Massachusetts that were 
beginning to flirt with the idea that we needed to do something about slavery and began 
to organize themselves to oppose it.  It had a large urban population and its leaders were 
Yankee businesspeople with little patience for any tradition that suppressed that 
commercial expansion.  Ships from Boston were sailing all around the world and so their 
perspective was outward, to the sea, for business.   

 
Contrast that with South Carolina.  It was established in the 1670s as a proprietary 

colony.  The owners of Carolina were supporters of the restoration monarchy.  They 
were the friends of King Charles II.  Until the middle of the 1700s, the Carolina 
aristocracy was overwhelmingly Anglican in its sympathies.  Its sluggish Blackwater 
Rivers dumped rich alluvial soil onto Tidewater land that was easy to farm.  First, 
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indigo.  Then rice.  Then cotton and finally, tobacco, and produced huge returns based 
on slave labor.  There was not a lot of abolitionists in South Carolina.  No one was 
willing to do that, although some might have noted that before 1820, there were more 
anti-slavery societies in the South than there were in the North.  And then they got the 
memo which means they got word that they ought to shut up or they were going to be 
run out of town on a rail because the southern economy was increasingly dependent 
upon the slave labor.   

 
Though its culture was refined—  Tidewater culture was refined.  Not until the Civil 

War did anything approximating industry establish itself and only then not in the areas 
down by the coast, but actually up in the upcountry near where my mother grew up in a 
little town near Spartanburg and Greenville called Clinton.  Its leaders were aristocratic, 
pro-slavery and very jealous of what’s known as state’s rights or state sovereignty.  As 
you can see, the Founders had their work cut out for them, didn’t they?  They had to 
bring all these different sort of people together.  In addition, beginning in the early days 
of shaky colonial cooperation in the years running up to the Revolution, the states had 
chosen a confederation form of government.  We’ve got three types, remember?  We’ve 
got unitary government with the queen over here in charge.  We’ve got a confederation 
with everyone here being in charge of a little power and not terribly interested in giving 
it up and then we have a federal system, so the early days of the American Revolution 
we decided on a confederation. 

 
There was no strong national government and if you read the correspondence of 

George Washington begging states for troops, begging states for food, begging the 
various states for the ability to carry on the Revolution, I mean, it’s not difficult to 
understand why America almost lost that war.  The threat of British armies during the 
war had suppressed the worst tendencies of the states to resist the power of the national 
government but even during the war Congress could only ask states for money or troops.  
There certainly was no draft, no demands.  You had to kind of go on your knees and beg 
South Carolina to send some troops to fight in the Continental Army.  Congress could 
not command the states to do anything.  They could make requests, but had no effective 
mechanism of enforcement and more often than not, the states simply said troops, you 
want money, you want troops.  Too bad.  Sorry.  Not going to get ‘em.  And so George 
Washington had some very very dark days, particularly in the winter of 1777. 

 
The problem was the national charter and it was called the Articles of 

Confederation.  That was our first government.  It was formulated during the war years 
and adopted in 1781.  Having thrown off one tyranny, the states were reluctant to set up 
another.  I mean, they basically said, hey folks, we’re not going to have another George 
III here, much less another Parliament.  The big disputes from the colonists were, hey, 
we like the king, we don’t want this Parliament imposing taxes on us, so they didn’t 
want it again, so they crafted a very weak central government.  States could delay the 
payment of their fair share of national revenue or just say take a hike, guys, I’m not 
interested.  Go away.  Don’t ask me for money.   
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There were several serious impediments to interstate commerce.  Now, let me 
describe what it was like under the confederation.  Under the Articles of Confederation, 
if you wanted to send a bushel of wheat from Virginia to Rhode Island and you couldn’t 
afford to hire a boat to send that bushel of wheat, it was often necessary to pay a tariff at 
the state line between Virginia and Maryland and then when you got to the state line 
between Maryland and Delaware, you had to pay another tariff and then when you got to 
the border of New Jersey, you had to pay another tariff to get into New Jersey and then 
between New Jersey and New York and between New York and Connecticut, and then 
between Connecticut and Rhode Island, most of the time they circumvented this internal 
mess by sending the wheat by ship but if you couldn’t afford it, your profit tended to be 
reduced at every state line.  As many people hoped, it the nation ever expanded into the 
continental heartland, commerce between the states would have been increasingly 
difficult and the growth of America as an economic power would’ve been stunted.   

 
Laws governing war, revenue and diplomacy require the assent of 9 of the 13 states.  

You had to get nine to go along to do anything, the attaining of which was not an easy 
accomplishment in the best of days.  In short, the government of the United States under 
the Articles of Confederation was perceived correctly as being increasingly 
dysfunctional.  It was a family.  They all kind of loved each other, but by 1786, the 
Continental Congress had become an incompetent, squabbling quagmire, a nearly feeble 
debating society whose prestige had sunk so low that many state representatives did not 
even bother to show up for the meetings.  The American government, the experiment in 
self-government, was in grave danger of collapse. 

 
Now, did that mean America was [00:49:32 / __________].  No.  What it didn’t 

have was a way of organizing government to insure its success.  Look at America now.  
The vast majority of Americans were white.  They were Protestants.  And they were 
prosperous.  Indeed, most people don’t realize that, that aside from Holland in the year 
before the beginning of the Revolution in 1775—you want to write this down because if 
you don’t like America sometimes, you can say that the problem with America is it’s 
filled with rich people—those who lived in the 13 English colonies on the east coast of 
North America were per capita the richest people in the world.  I mean, they may have 
lived out there on the frontier but per capita, Americans were the richest people in the 
world save the people, save the Dutch.  They were hardworking, they were ambitious, 
and they were committed to a system of social equality, at least among white males.  It 
was almost unknown throughout the world.  Many had immigrated fairly recently and 
had left behind or fled old ideas and old habits and they were kind of willing to go along 
with a little bit of experimentation and look around for other ways of doing business.  
They were relatively isolated from predatory states who might threaten the nation’s 
existence.  They did not have India just over the horizon and Canada was not a 
particularly great threat. 

 
The land on which they lived was rich beyond imagination with natural resources 

and abundant water courses that stretched all the way to the Pacific.  Some visionaries 
were even beginning to entertain the notion, that unbelievable notion, that the borders of 
America might begin at one coast and end on another.  The Founders were convinced 
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that the best form of government was a republic and yet no republican government had 
ever succeeded, ever; in the history of mankind, no republican government had ever 
succeeded in so wide geographical footprint.  It had never been done before, so they got 
a lot of positive things.  They have this dysfunctional thing called the Articles of 
Confederation.  They had to figure out a way to organize government so as to produce 
the possibility of that dash to the Pacific.  They chose a federal system with important 
reserves through powerful political subdivisions and generalist protections for individual 
liberties.  Am I boring anyone?  Is anyone sleeping?  I’m putting the queen in charge.  
She will come and boink you on the head if you’re asleep.  Okay?   Would you do that?  
Would you be in charge of that, please?  I haven’t seen anybody yet.  Preacher’s not 
gone to boring yet. 

 
Any questions.  How’re we doing?  Okay.   
 

__________:  __________ 
 
DAN ROBERTS:  We’re going to do it right now.  We’re going to talk about it now.  There 

were 13.  Just the ones on the east coast.   They ran from New England to Georgia.  All of 
them touched the water.  They were no land-locked states but at the same time, and I 
think this has got to be—  This is after the Northwest Alliance so you’ve got Ohio and 
Tennessee.  That’s shortly after 1800, but the original group all were on the east coast. 

 
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, 

New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia which was huge, North Carolina, South 
Carolina, and Georgia.  This is the original 13.  This is what you’re dealing with.  
Imagine—how do you craft a governmental document that not only gets those diverse 
people together but then goes possibly all the way to the Pacific.  You’ve got to have 
something relatively elastic or at least providing or with provisions for growth and 
transformation.   

 
The author of the U.S. Constitution, the founder, so to speak, of this magnificent 

construct was little Jimmy Madison.  He was from Orange County.  As a congressman 
from Virginia in the early 1780s, he was wealthy, he was aristocratic, he was diminutive, 
he was a tad boring at times, but he had the most wonderful wife; Dolley Madison was 
just magnificent.  She is worth a story on her own.  Anyway, he knew how to marry 
well.  As a congressman, he had watched the beast operate at close hand.  It wasn’t a 
pretty sight.  I’m talking about the Articles of Confederation.  If something were not 
done soon the hopes of a strong independent American nation would go begging.  As the 
representative from Virginia, Madison attended the Convention in Annapolis, Maryland 
in September 1786 which had been assembled to make changes to the existing federal 
government that would strengthen its ability to regulate trade.  In other words, how’re 
we going to get this bushel of wheat from Virginia to Rhode Island without completely 
destroying the possibility of making a profit for growing wheat?   

 
So they called this Annapolis convention to try to eliminate some of these—  They 

were called internal impediments to trade.  Unfortunately, only five states showed up.  
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Too bad.  But they did pass a report or they adopted a report calling for a new 
convention in Philadelphia in 1787 and I quote, “to devise such further provisions 
adequate to the exigencies of the union.”  In other words, we’re not getting along good 
here.  Not too many people showed up so maybe we ought to have another meeting and 
let’s have it in Philadelphia, not out on the coast here.  Let’s have it in the place where 
the Declaration of Independence was signed, but on the way home, and this I think was 
the key, Madison dropped by Mount Vernon and he convinced George Washington to 
lead the Virginia delegation and to support efforts at reform.  Arriving in Philadelphia in 
the following spring, the Virginians resolved their differences and presented a united 
front and represented by the Virginia Plan, written by Madison and presented by 
Governor Edmund Randolph that became the focus of the Convention’s work at the 
heart of the new national charter.  The Virginia Plan called for a two-branch legislature 
based on population.   

 
Now, why would Virginia be interested in a Congress based on population?  Why?  

Why do you think?  I mean, it’s huge.  Do you see where Virginia is?  It occupies this 
huge tremendous—  Why would Virginia be interested in having Congress based on 
representation based on—   Well, it’s because Virginia was very big and if you’re 
apportioning representatives in Congress based on population, you’re going to want both 
of the houses based on population, but what about Rhode Island?  Tiny.  Hardly bigger 
than this yard.  It’s very tiny, if you’ve ever been to Rhode Island.  They would go, you 
know, I’m not so sure I want Virginia running the whole show here.   

 
The broadened powers of the new federal government were derived directly from 

the citizens, not the states.  Ah ha.  John Locke returns.  In addition to speaking then in 
defense of the Virginia Plan, Madison kept meticulous notes.  He was kind of the 
secretary of the Convention.  Well, the horse trading went all summer.  I mean, there’s 
nothing like American politicians when they get to horse trading.  Someone has said that 
American politics is a little like watching sausage being made.  Do you all have sausage?  
You don’t want to really know what’s in there, do you?  No.  We don’t want to know 
what’s in sausage, so backroom politicking, back and forth and the people in Rhode 
Island saying you’re not going to get my vote if you’re going to have population 
dominated—  if it’s going to be dominated by the big states. 

 
Well, anyway, by September they had a new document ready to go out to the states 

for ratification.  It bore the marks of Madison’s plan though he had had to make those 
compromises and make some sausage back in the backroom.  On the whole, the new 
Constitution was a brilliant exercise in enlightened jurisprudence.  It enshrined in a 
written constitution the principles of federalism.  What it said was that Hobbes and 
Bodin are right, that that’s the need is to have sovereign, but in order to protect the 
people from those who want to go for the ring of power, we’re going to have multiple 
sovereignty.  There’re going to be different focuses, loci, locations, of power, an 
equitable sharing of power between the states and the central government.  I refer you to 
other writings about the Federalists and the ratification.   
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I do want to say this:  that one of the great concerns out of the country where people 
were beginning to discuss these important issues was the need to protect individual 
rights because the Constitution as originally written was pretty good in protecting the 
states’ rights.  Rhode Island’s rights, Delaware’s rights, Virginia’s rights.  It was pretty 
good at that, but it was not specific about the rights of me and you as they would speak 
to the individual and so a so-called Bill of Rights seemed to be the solution but James 
Madison wasn’t too sure about that.  And you know why?  Because he said that if you 
write down in the Constitution a certain list of rights, it might mean to future generations 
who were not part of the debates, did everything else, it’s not written down, belongs to 
the federal government.  He was scared that if you didn’t write down every freedom of 
the individual that it might be an occasion for the diminishing of the rights of the 
individual, but he finally went along with it because he recognizes that without Bill of 
Rights, if he didn’t protect those Baptists in the hill country of South Carolina, North 
Carolina and the Presbyterians up in the valley of Virginia, if he didn’t protect their 
rights for religion and you didn’t write it down, this puppy wasn’t going to fly and sure 
enough, we’d be back at the queen over here because that’s the only alternative because 
the confederation isn’t working.  You’ve got to either have a unitary government or 
we’ve got to have federalism, so he went along with the Bill of Rights, but it was also 
true that his soul mate, Thomas Jefferson, felt very strongly that a Bill of Rights was 
necessary, so for the first time in history, a federal government was in place, the seeds of 
federalism had been planted and the new republic began to explore the implications and 
parameters of this rarified approach to governing.   

 
I mean, they didn’t know if it was going to work or not and in at least two great 

flaws, it didn’t work.  What would you think the two great flaws would be?  Well, I’ll 
tell you.  The two great flaws of the U.S. Constitution is it never really sat down, wrote 
down the limits of state sovereignty.  In the end, it never said this is what is the absolute 
limit of federal power.  It hinted at it.  It described ways of looking at it.  In the 10th 
Amendment, it made stabs at trying to do that.  The 10th Amendment which, of course, 
says that all the enumerated rights of the federal government are reserved for the states.  
If you don’t say what the federal government is actually possessing in power, it is 
reserved to the states, but then it also adds this little thing at the end and everybody 
forgets it when they’re referring to that—or to the people—and if you remember, the 
Constitution doesn’t start off by saying we the assembled delegates in the Congress meet 
to form a more perfect union.  It doesn’t say we, the queen, gets together and decides 
how to perform a more perfect union.  It doesn’t even say we the states get together to 
form a more perfect union.  What does it say?  “We, the people.”  It put the writing of 
the Constitution firmly in the hands of every American, so it never defined state 
sovereignty and it never dealt with the terrible issue of chattel slavery.  African 
Americans had to wait eight decades before they were able to begin to issue their claim 
on the rights that were given by the creator, the rights to life, liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness. 

 
Now, some in the Convention thought slavery would go away.  I mean, it seemed 

like it was going to go away.  The Tidewater farms were playing out.  In Virginia, 
Tidewater is the area that touches the ocean and these were the original places of 
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settlement.  When you come back, please make an opportunity to go out on the James 
River and see some of those magnificent plantations because many of them still exist 
exactly in construction because that’s what they would do.  They would run up the 
rivers, these Tidewater rivers, and they would establish giant plantations but these 
plantations were playing out and scientific agriculture had not caught on.  They didn’t 
understand that you had to rotate fields and that you had to replace using natural 
fertilizer and, of course, they had no notion of chemical fertilizers and so these farms 
which had been driving the slaveocracy were playing out, but [01:04:56 / __________] 
years before the Constitution, a gentleman gunmaker by the name of Eli Whitney had 
invented the cotton gin which made cotton a cash crop and soon the South would need 
its slaves more than ever and it created an indelible and irresistible pro-slavery position 
in the South, so those two took a war to settle and yet in the end, both of these issues 
would be settled on the battlefield during the Civil War, yet [no] blood was ultimately 
shed in resolving the two great issues, the great issue of federalism, except for the actual 
War years and the 10 years before when people stopped talking civilized.  In America, it 
seemed as though every time you opened your mouth, if you wanted to talk about the 
time of day they wanted to know what your opinion on slavery.  I mean, it got to be very 
difficult to have a conversation about just about anything without the big 800-pound 
gorilla in the room except for that 15-year period from about 1850 to 1865.   

 
The Republic worked pretty well and people constantly were working for 

compromises to try to figure out how to make it work.  It was not uncommon before the 
Civil War for a person to assert the sovereignty was divided between the central and the 
state government and yet to say also that the sovereignty possessed by the central 
government was somehow on a higher grade than that possessed by the state.  Even 
Southerners were willing to concede a la John Marshall that in the end, the federal 
government would have the final say-so. 

 
I think one of the primary causes of the Civil War was the perception on the part of 

Southerners that when the chips were down and the South ultimately broke the bonds of 
union because it realized that the rest of the nation as a whole had largely decided in 
favor of an ever-growing federal enterprise and this is how you can tell it and I’ll close. 

 
In 1861, if you asked a legal scholar or a politician or just an every-day citizen what 

they would call the United States, they would probably have said these United States.  
See, little difference.  Many of them.  These United States.  But after the War, even in 
the South, and I’m a southern southerner whose ancestors possessed slaves so I have that 
heritage very much a part of me, even in the South increasingly people began to refer to 
the nation as the Founders described it in the Preamble, that we do ordain and establish 
this Constitution for the United States of America.  If you have questions in the 30 
seconds left? 

 
Oh, the queen, yes, ma’am? 
 

__________:  __________ 
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DAN ROBERTS:  The type that was just the central government?  That’s called unitary 
government.   
 

__________:  __________ 
DAN ROBERTS:  Okay.  I refer you to the Constitution of the United States.  The federal 

government, for instance, the Congress can make and declare war.  It can print money.  
They’re enumerated in those parts of the Constitution which speak of it.  There are many 
things that the state—  For instance, one of the great debates going on in the United 
States today is over gay marriage and many of the states retained the right and have 
made it very specifically their prerogative to hold that prerogative and not allow that to 
be a federal decision by saying, in fact, that marriage is between a man and a woman.  
Most decisions about that—  Property taxes, most educational decisions are made at the 
state level and though that is one of those shared relationships between the federal 
government, the source of much funding for education, nevertheless the states hold that 
prerogative.   

 
 The state also sends representatives to make the decisions about the federal 
government’s position and so there is this magnificent minuet of power between state 
and federal government often in a generation or two in which the federal government 
rises, such as during warfare.  During World War II, the government was all over the 
place and yet there were periods of time in which state sovereignty reasserts itself.  
Members of Congress and allies on the Supreme Court will tend to push down the 
federal government’s pretensions towards power.  It’s a wonderful—  I like that, a 
minuet.  I’m not very good at dancing, but it’s a kind of a minuet that continues as a part 
of the American journey.  American history as a dance.  Hmmm—  I’ll have to decide if 
I want to push that or not.  I think I’ve overstayed my welcome.   
 

__________:  __________ 
 
DAN ROBERTS:  Yes, I would say that is a perfect way to describe it, as a dynamic 

change.  It is constantly in flux.  It is constantly being examined.  The wonderful thing 
about our system is that it allows the states to be incubators of ideas, to try out 
something in California or Wisconsin that none of the states would initially think about 
and yet the more it is tried out and if it is proven to be a successful way of doing 
business in the state of Wisconsin, then Americans can look at Wisconsin as this 
incubator, this experimenter, with a way of doing a particular social idea, and perhaps 
let’s try it out on the national level and Americans are very fortunate in that this 
governmental system is elastic enough to be able to make alterations and changes 
without snapping and that is one of the advantages of telling the queen that we’re going 
to give you a nice, big fat pension and send you off to your palace and we’re going to 
rule ourselves, the rights of the people to rule themselves.  Thank you.  [applause] 
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